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High-Frame-Rate Echocardiography Using
Coherent Compounding With Doppler-Based

Motion-Compensation
Jonathan Porée, Daniel Posada, Amir Hodzic, François Tournoux, Guy Cloutier, and Damien Garcia*

Abstract—High-frame-rate ultrasonography based on coherent
compounding of unfocused beams can potentially transform the
assessment of cardiac function. As it requires successive waves to
be combined coherently, this approach is sensitive to high-velocity
tissue motion. We investigated coherent compounding of tilted
diverging waves, emitted from a 2.5 MHz clinical phased array
transducer. To cope with high myocardial velocities, a triangle
transmit sequence of diverging waves is proposed, combined with
tissue Doppler imaging to perform motion compensation (MoCo).
The compound sequence with integrated MoCo was adjusted
from simulations and was tested in vitro and in vivo. Realistic
myocardial velocities were analyzed in an in vitro spinning disk
with anechoic cysts. While a 8 dB decrease (no motion versus high
motion) was observed without MoCo, the contrast-to-noise ratio
of the cysts was preserved with the MoCo approach. With this
method, we could provide high-quality in vivo B-mode cardiac
images with tissue Doppler at 250 frames per second. Although
the septum and the anterior mitral leaflet were poorly apparent
without MoCo, they became well perceptible and well contrasted
with MoCo. The septal and lateral mitral annulus velocities de-
termined by tissue Doppler were concordant with those measured
by pulsed-wave Doppler with a clinical scanner

. To conclude, high-contrast echo-
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cardiographic B-mode and tissue Doppler images can be obtained
with diverging beams when motion compensation is integrated in
the coherent compounding process.

Index Terms—Diverging beams, high-frame-rate echocardiog-
raphy, motion compensation, ultrafast ultrasound imaging.

I. INTRODUCTION

W ITH its wide accessibility, rapid applicability and low
cost, transthoracic echocardiography is the premiere

modality in cardiovascular imaging. It is also the only imaging
modality that allows for dynamic representations of the heart
in real time. Nowadays, echocardiography is the gold standard
to detect congenital diseases [1], diagnose valvular diseases
[2], and assess left ventricular function [3], among others. Con-
ventional two-dimensional echocardiography has been using
sequential focused transmits to create a cardiac image line
by line (single-line acquisition, see e.g., Fig. 1 in [4]). In the
single-line acquisition scheme, the frame rate mainly depends
on the image line density, which produces a strong trade-off
between temporal resolution and lateral spatial sampling. In
practice, 30 to 80 frames per second (fps) are obtained with the
single-line acquisition technique in B-mode. This frame rate
is usually sufficient for standard diagnosis. It is also generally
appropriate for strain imaging at rest, which requires frame rates
ideally above 50 fps [5]. Recently developed echocardiographic
tools aiming at quantifying mechanical tissue properties or
highly transient physiological events, however, require higher
frame rates [4], [6]. With the recent advent of high-frame-rate
ultrasound imaging (also called “ultrafast ultrasound”), it has
become possible to track the electromechanical activity of the
myocardium, which can potentially be of interest for the diag-
nosis of arrhythmia [7], [8]. Estimation ofmechanical properties
of the myocardial fibers is another promising application [9],
[10]. These are only a few of the many expected innovations
that will become possible with high-frame-rate ultrasound.
This may likely initiate breakthrough clinical advancements in
diagnostic ultrasound, especially for motion imaging [4], [11].
To improve imaging rate without deteriorating spatial reso-

lution significantly, multi-line acquisition [12] and multi-line
transmit approaches have been proposed (see Fig. 1 in [4]).
In the multi-line acquisition method, wider beams are gen-
erated and several image lines are produced synchronously
[12]. As for the multi-line transmit approach, series of several
focused beams (optimally four) are transmitted at the same
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Fig. 1. Description of the diverging circular beams—The circular beams em-
anated from a virtual source located at , in the coordinate system
associated with the phased-array transducer. The virtual source location was de-
termined by the angular tilt and width (see (1)). An angle directed from
to is of positive sign. The full aperture of the transducer was used to
generate the diverging beams. The polar plots (right column) represent two sim-
ulated far-field radiation patterns (normalized root-mean-square acoustic pres-
sure fields) for the 2.5 MHz phased-array used in this study. The sectors of in-
terest were 90 -wide (shaded areas). Note the occurrence of a significant grating
lobe at 50 when tilting at 30 .

time [13]. Other advances in beamforming strategies to boost
the frame rate for cardiac ultrasound imaging rely on the syn-
thetic aperture focusing technique [14], [15], limited-diffrac-
tion-beam-based imaging [16], and plane [17] or diverging
wave imaging [18], [19]. Such approaches all imply emissions
of unfocused ultrasound wavefronts. In high-frame-rate ultra-
sound imaging with unfocused transmits, because the acoustic
energy is spread onto a broad sector, reconstructed ultrasound
images are of poor quality if no additional processing is per-
formed. Several individual bandpass signals, preferably with
different obliquities, must therefore be consistently combined
(“phase coherent summation” or “coherent compounding”) to
improve image quality. This can produce an image of com-
parable quality as conventional focusing [20]. For motionless
tissues, phase adjustments determined from the two-way travel
times of the ultrasound wave are adequate to reconstruct a given
frame. However, if the scatterers move significantly between
two transmits, phases may be unaligned and image artifacts
may ensue during coherent compounding [21]. In fast-moving
tissues, phase delays due to motion must then be taken into
account during the compounding process to minimize image
degradation.
Compound motion-compensated ultrasound imaging has

been inspired by SAR (synthetic aperture radar), a form of
airborne radar developed decades ago. To form an image, SAR
uses a series of diverging waves whose echoes are coherently

Fig. 2. Compounding with integrated motion compensation—We simulated
twelve scatterers moving vertically upward at 15 cm/s. Imaging was performed
using 32 wide circular beams, tilted from 25 to 25 ( ). Mo-
tion compensation (MoCo) allowed proper focusing (bottom panel).

combined. In SAR, motion compensation is applied to coun-
terbalance the relative motion between the radar and the target
[22]. With the advent of high-frame-rate echography, a few
approaches were likewise proposed to offset tissue motion in
synthetic aperture ultrasound imaging [23]–[25]. Trahey et al.
proposed a motion correction based on the cross-correlation of
the RF signals to rephase the signals issued from two different
receive apertures [23]. Kim et al. compared the fast-time
cross-correlation with the slow-time Doppler autocorrelation
[24]; autocorrelation returned similar results with a much lower
computational load. More recently, Gammelmark et al. pro-
posed a 2-D motion compensation method by cross-correlating
oriented beamformed RF signals to compensate for transducer
motion in abdominal applications [25]. In a recent paper,
Dénarié et al. [26] demonstrated, in a rat heart, the benefits
of motion compensation for coherent compound plane wave
imaging. To prevent untrue synthetic foci (see Fig. 2 in [26])
generated by a linear transmission sequence (i.e., with linearly
increasing tilt angles), Dénarié et al. proposed a transmit
sequence with tilt angles alternatively negative and positive.
In the present study, we introduce a motion compensation

(MoCo) strategy for high-frame-rate transthoracic echocardio-
graphy in adults, i.e., using a phased array transducer. Coherent
compounding with integrated MoCo is of particular importance
in high-frame-rate cardiac imaging since myocardial tissue ve-
locities can be as high as 20 cm/s in normal subjects and ath-
letes [27] (tissue velocities are reduced in cardiopathic subjects).
Wide diverging beams were generated using the full aperture
of a 2.5 MHz phased-array. To create high-quality B-mode im-
ages, a number of steered circular wavefronts were trans-
mitted using a “triangle sequence”. The corresponding re-
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ceived echoes were used both for radial motion estimation and
B-mode imaging: the complex envelopes (i.e., ,
with IQ the in-phase/quadrature signals) were summed coher-
ently by considering the phase delays due to motion. Motion
was estimated using a slow-time autocorrelator modified to re-
duce the adverse effects of sidelobes. The MoCo scheme for
high-frame-rate cardiac ultrasound imaging was validated in
vitro using a rotating disk with speed as high as 30 cm/s. Stan-
dard echocardiographic views were also acquired in healthy
adult volunteers. High-quality in vivo B-mode cardiac images
with tissue Doppler were obtained at high temporal resolution
(250 frames per second, see the video in the supplementary
materials).

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
In this section, we describe the transmit sequences

(Section II-A) leading to wide diverging beams and introduce
our method for motion compensation (Section II-B).

A. Transmit Sequences
1) Delay Laws for Circular Diverging Beams: A number of

recent works have reported the feasibility of using large ultra-
sound wavefronts for in vivo cardiac imaging with a transtho-
racic phased array [18], [19]. In our study, we used a series
of circular diverging beams generated by the full array aper-
ture. Our approach was inspired by that of Hasegawa and Kanai
[18]. The circular diverging beams were defined by the angular
tilt and width , both illustrated in Fig. 1. For coherent
compounding, only the tilt angle was modified while the an-
gular width was kept unchanged. The angular width was
chosen equal to the angular width of the sector of interest. Let
stand for the full effective aperture of the phased-array; basic

trigonometry can yield the coordinates of the virtual
source leading to an -tilted -wide beam in the conventional
coordinate system associated to the transducer (Fig. 1):

(1)

The transmit delays that must be imposed to the array
element to create a circular beam whose virtual source
is located at are written as

(2)

The parameter is the speed of sound, assumed to be ho-
mogeneous ( in soft tissues). The “min” operator
ensures that the smallest transmit delay is zero.
2) Tilt Angles: A number of tilted transmits are required

to retrieve compound images of sufficient quality. Large tilt
angles, however, can generate significant grating lobes. To
establish an acceptable steering range when transmitting cir-
cular diverging beams with a linear phased-array, we simulated
the 2-D root-mean-square (RMS) acoustic pressure in the
far-field. These simulations were performed in the frequency
domain using Eq. 4.14, p 77 in [28]. Details of the numerical
method are given in the supplementary document. We modeled
a Philips/ATL P4–2 phased array probe (64 elements, central

frequency , fractional bandwidth at ,
, ). To give two examples,

non-tilted and 30 -tilted 90 -wide RMS pressure far-fields,
generated by this simulation, are illustrated in Fig. 1. Such
simulations allowed us to determine the maximal tilt angle. The
maximal “acceptable” tilt for the P4–2 probe was estimated
at 27 (Fig. S1, supplementary document). The tilt angles
were thus linearly spaced between and . These
uniformly spaced tilt angles were ordered in a specific manner
(“triangle sequence”) to optimize motion estimation and motion
compensation, as now clarified.

B. Coherent Compounding and Motion Compensation
1) Adverse Effects of Motion: Since no transmit focusing

was performed, coherent compounding of several individual
complex envelopes (i.e., IQ signals) was necessary to produce
high-contrast ultrasound images. The 90 -wide sector being
commonly used in ultrasound cardiac imaging, we focused on
this configuration only. Based on the results of numerical sim-
ulations in the far-field (see supplementary document, section
B, for details), we selected 32 number of transmits for
the in vitro and in vivo experiments. With such a compounding
number, we should expect grating lobe levels smaller than

(Fig. S2, supplementary document).
Synthetic focusing, as noticeably underlined in [21] and

recently in [26], can be significantly affected by the motion
of scatterers between transmits, which disturbs coherent com-
pounding and in turn degrades image quality (see Fig. 2, top
panel). This can be particularly true in the myocardium where
velocities up to 20 cm/s can be observed. Fig. 2 illustrates how
tissue motion may deteriorate images: we simulated scatterers
moving vertically upward at 15 cm/s using Field II [29], [30].
Imaging was performed using thirty-two 90 -wide circular
beams, tilted from 25 to 25 , as described above. Without
motion compensation (MoCo), the scatterers are not clearly
visible and many artifacts are present (Fig. 2, top). On the other
side, the MoCo approach, which is described in the next para-
graphs, allowed proper focusing (Fig. 2, bottom). This example
points up that it is essential to correct motion-based phase
delays to get high-quality B-mode images in high-frame-rate
ultrasound echocardiography. Our original MoCo scheme is
now introduced.
2) Motion Estimation: For MoCo, we considered a com-

putationally inexpensive approach with the future goal of get-
ting real-time processing and visualization [31]. To determine
the phase delays due to radial motion, we used a one-lag slow-
time autocorrelation along the received IQ signals. In some
way we used tissue Doppler imaging to estimate motion be-
tween successive transmits. To preserve a high Nyquist limit,
we did not perform coherent compounding before Doppler esti-
mation (as in [32], [33]; (= 32) successive transmits provided
one tissue Doppler image and onemotion-compensated B-mode
image. Only radial motions were considered since angular res-
olution in echocardiography is poor relative to radial resolu-
tion (due to the small aperture and large depth), especially as
depth increases. We slightly modified the autocorrelator to min-
imize the adverse effects of the sidelobes (called “edge waves”
in [26]), as now explained.
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Fig. 3. Triangle transmit sequences & motion estimation—To reduce the side
effects due to sidelobes, we used a triangle sequence composed of 32 succes-
sive transmits. This figure shows an 8-transmit sequence for clarity. Slow-time
autocorrelations were calculated in the ascending and descending stages, and
their product was used to estimate the phase delays due to motion. The insets on
the top represent the PSFs (point spread functions) with the apparent sidelobes.
They rotate in clockwise then counter-clockwise directions.

To generate a single image by coherent compounding with in-
tegrated MoCo, 32 complex envelopes were synthetically
focused independently on a fixed 90 -wide polar grid whose
pole was the virtual source at tilt . The grid contained
256 256 radial and angular lines, with constant radial and an-
gular steps (i.e., 0.35 and one wavelength). As-
suming that motion was time-invariant during these transmis-
sions, pixelwise motion-induced phase delays were estimated
by autocorrelating the slow-time IQ signals. Under this config-
uration (polar grid slow-time autocorrelation), only phase de-
lays due to radial motion were considered for MoCo, as men-
tioned earlier.
For a given ensemble length , the tilt angles used to pro-

duce one compound image were evenly spaced. The way these
tilted transmissions must be arranged has some importance.
A linear tilt sequence makes the sidelobes move at a nearly
constant speed; coherent compounding with integrated MoCo
rephases these sidelobes and may thus result in significant
image degradation. To reduce these adverse effects, Dénarié
et al. proposed an alternate transmit sequence with tilt angles
alternatively negative and positive [26]. Dénarié's alternate
sequence, however, can produce significant artifacts in phase
delay estimates due to the repeated reversal of transmission
direction. This may cause suboptimal motion-compensated
compounding. To eliminate the artifacts due to the sidelobes,
we opted for a triangle sequence (see Fig. 3). Two lag-one
autocorrelations along the slow-time axis were calculated,
both corresponding to the ascending and descending phases of
the triangle sequence, respectively. For (with even) tilt
angles, the discrete autocorrelations were given by

(3)

where, stands for the slow-time IQ sample (in a
total packet of samples) determined at . The transmit-
to-transmit phase delays due to motion were estimated using the
phase angle of the product:

(4)

The factor in (4) is necessary to recover the phase due
to the product of the two autocorrelators; is thus in

. As a consequence, the maximum detectable ve-
locity is reduced to (with pulse repeti-
tion frequency, carrier frequency), which is half the clas-
sical Nyquist Doppler velocity. For a PRF of 4000-5000 Hz and
a 2.5 MHz carrier frequency, this corresponds to a Nyquist ve-
locity of 30-38 cm/s, which is about twice the highest myocar-
dial velocities [27]. As shown in the following paragraph, the
triangle sequence in adjunction with the autocorrelation product
can help to remove most of the adverse effects due to the side-
lobes.
3) The Triangle Sequence: Justification: The Doppler auto-

correlator (3) uses successive image pairs to estimate veloci-
ties. In a compounding series, the successive transmit/receive
wavevectors must be preferentially almost equal to minimize
signal decorrelation and thus Doppler variance [34]. The linear
tilt arrangement is thus an acceptable approach.
However, with tilt angles linearly increasing, the sidelobes pro-
duced by a single scatterer rotate in the clockwise direction.
A cross- or auto-correlation algorithm tracks these sidelobes,
which are then rephased if a MoCo scheme is used. This is il-
lustrated in Fig. 4(a). This figure was obtained by simulating
a stationary or vertically moving scatterer with Field II. Even
in the absence of tissue motion, MoCo induces coherent sum-
mation of the sidelobes that become well visible in the real en-
velopes (Fig. 4(a), column). Dénarié et al. proposed to ar-
range the tilt angles in an alternate negative-then-positive organ-
ization to sum the sidelobes incoherently
[26]. This alternate arrangement, however, reduces the correla-
tion between ultrasound signals and thus increases the variance
of the phase-delay estimator (Fig. 4(b), column). This may
induce significant artifacts in motion-compensated real-enve-
lope images (Fig. 4(b), column). To reduce this undesired ef-
fect, Dénarié et al. rejected false velocities by thresholding [26].
To remove coherent summation of the sidelobes while

getting accurate Doppler velocities, we rather chose two suc-
cessive linear arrangements which form a triangle sequence

and which both cover the whole
scan area. With the triangle sequence (Fig. 3), the ascending/de-
scending slopes induce clockwise/counter-clockwise rotations
of the sidelobes. The autocorrelation product (4) obliterates the
phase delays due to these rotations but preserves those issued
from tissue motion (see Fig. 4(c), column). MoCo thus
results to a non-coherent summation of the sidelobes (Fig. 4(b),

column). This approach better preserves the original point
spread function (no motion, no MoCo) than the linear and
alternate sequences.
4) Motion Compensation and Coherent Compounding: We

have just seen how phase delays due to radial motion were esti-
mated from the migrated complex envelopes . Ad-
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Fig. 4. Linear, alternate and triangle transmit sequences: effect onMoCo—Ver-
tically moving (at 15 cm/s) or non-moving single scatterers were simulated with
linear (4.a), alternate (4.b) and triangle (4.c) tilt sequences. The and
columns show the real envelope images without or with MoCo (motion com-
pensation). The column represents the motion-induced phase delays. Com-
pared to the linear and alternate sequences, the triangle sequence coupled to the
autocorrelation product (4) preserves the original point spread function (no mo-
tion, no MoCo).

justing then for frame-to-frame displacements and phase rota-
tions yields the coherently compound complex envelop:

(5)

Tissue Doppler velocity is given by the classical Doppler
equation:

(6)

The log-compressed modulus of this compound signal gives a
motion-compensated B-mode image. Fig. 5 outlines the process
for coherent compounding with integrated MoCo.

III. IN VITRO AND IN VIVO METHODS

All ultrasound measurements were performed with a Vera-
sonics research scanner (V-1-128, Verasonics Inc., Redmond,
WA) and a 2.5 MHz phased-array transducer (ATL P4–2, 64 el-
ements). The raw complex envelopes (IQ data) were sampled at
5 MHz. No apodization was introduced in transmission or re-
ception. The IQ signals were migrated (synthetically focused)
using a delay-and-sum and the full receive aperture. A number
of 256 radial scanlines (i.e., 0.35 ) were reconstructed

Fig. 5. Coherent compounding with integrated MoCo— ,
, motion compensation. The five-point star represents

the autocorrelation. 1) A series of tilted beams arranged in a triangle se-
quence is transmitted. 2) raw complex envelope (IQ, in-phase and quadra-
ture) images are obtained. 3) These complex envelopes are migrated to get
beamformed complex images (bf IQ). 4) Slow-time autocorrelations return the
phase delays due to tissue motion. 5) These phase delays are used to rephase the
beamformed complex images and get motion-compensated beamformed com-
plex images (MoCo bf IQ). 6) The motion-compensated beamformed complex
images are summed; the modulus of the resulting image is log-compressed to
give a B-mode image.

during migration, at a radial sampling of 1 wavelength, both
in vitro and in vivo.

A. In Vitro Experiments Without Motion
In vitro experiments were first performed without motion to

confirm the number of compounding tilt angles required for get-
ting 90 -wide B-mode images of good quality. We expected
the experimental results to be concordant with the numerical
predictions described in the supplementary document. We used
a tissue mimicking phantom (Gammex, model 403GS LE). A
number of tilted 90 -wide circular wavefronts were emitted
using the transmit delays given by (1) and (2). Short bursts of
2 wavelengths were transmitted at a pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) of 4000 Hz. Tilt angles were linearly spaced from 25
to 25 , with a total number of . Because no
motion was considered in these experiments, the tilt arrange-
ment was of no importance. After migration, the IQ signals
were coherently summed and the resulting real envelope signals
were log-compressed. We estimated the contrast-to-noise-ratio
(CNR) [35] of the 1-cm-diameter 6-cm-deep anechoic cyst:

(7)

where and ( and ) are the means (variances)
of the grayscale intensities in the cyst and the background re-
gions, respectively. For comparison, a reference B-mode image
was also generated using a series of 128 steered scanlines fo-
cused at 6 cm.

B. In Vitro Experiments With Motion
We tested our MoCo approach on a 10-cm-diameter tissue-

mimicking spinning disk. This disk was mounted on a step
motor assembly allowing control of its rotational speed. The
weight composition of the tissue-mimicking disk was agar 3%,
Sigmacell cellulose powder 3%, glycerol 8% and water. Four
equidistant 1.5-cm-diameter anechoic cysts were located at
3.5 cm from the disk center. The phantom rotated at angular
velocities ranging from 0 to 6 radians per second (with an
increment of 0.5), which gave a maximum outer speed of
30 cm/s. For each rotation speed, the disk was insonified

with series of 32 tilted 90 -wide circular wavefronts. The
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Fig. 6. Cyst contrast as a function of total number of tilts—Gammex experi-
ments were first performed without motion. The tilt angles were linearly spaced
between and 25 . No significant improvement of CNR (contrast-to-noise
ratio) was observed above 32 tilt angles. The thick arrow points out the analyzed
anechoic cyst. The dashed line gives the reference CNR returned by the focused
transmits.

packet length 32 was chosen after analysis of the results
issued from the simulations (see supplementary document) and
Gammex-derived in vitro experiments (Fig. 6). Tilt angles were
ordered according to the abovementioned triangle sequence
(Fig. 3). After migration, pixelwise slow-time lag-one autocor-
relations were determined in both the ascending and descending
phases of the triangle sequence ( and , ensemble lengths

; see Fig. 3) and the product was smoothed
using a 5 3 Hamming moving spatial average filter (
wavelengths in the radial direction, and 0.5 in the angular
direction). The phase of the smoothed correlation product was
then determined (4) for subsequent MoCo. The experiments
were repeated with linear and alternate tilt arrangements for
comparison.
To verify the effect of angular motion onMoCo, we estimated

the CNR (7) of both the south and north-east anechoic cysts
in the B-mode images: the south cyst has a null radial velocity
and a maximal angular velocity, while the north-east cyst has a
null angular velocity and a maximal radial velocity. CNR with
or without MoCo were compared. The root-mean-square error
of the estimated Doppler velocity, normalized to the maximal
speed (NRMSE), was also calculated using the ground-truth
Doppler velocities of the rotating phantom. We finally analyzed
the effect of noise onDoppler estimates: different levels of white
Gaussian noise were added to the raw IQ data issued from the
disk rotating at 4 rad/s.

C. Motion-Compensated Echocardiography
In vivo cardiac cineloops were obtained in a 30 y-o healthy

volunteer. Two classical views were examined: apical long-axis
4-chamber and parasternal long-axis views. The transmit se-
quences were similar to those used in vitro (with the triangle
transmission sequence). Coherently-compounded B-mode
images were generated with or without MoCo and compared,
as explained above. Since we used a 32-sample sliding window

with 50% overlap (Fig. 3), an efficient frame rate of 250 im-
ages/s was obtained (PRF/16 4000/16 250). A order
polynomial regression filter was used to reduce clutter compo-
nents. Quality of the B-mode images obtained with or without
MoCo was compared visually. Apical long-axis 4-chamber
views were also acquired with the linear, alternate and triangle
sequences for comparison. When switching from one tilt
sequence to the other, the probe was maintained in the same
position. The septal and lateral mitral annulus velocities given
by the modified autocorrelator with the Verasonics scanner ((3)
(4)) were also compared with those of a GE Vivid q scanner

(pulsed-wave tissue Doppler imaging) in the apical 4-chamber
view of 10 healthy volunteers. Tissue Doppler velocities were
determined at peak systole, left ventricular relaxation and atrial
contraction (S'-, e'- and a'-waves). A total of 60 measures per
technique (GE vs. Verasonics scanner) were available (2 walls

3 peak velocities 10 subjects). The conventional and
MoCo-based tissue velocities were measured by two blinded
operators. Correlation and agreement were analyzed by linear
regression and Bland-Altman plot. The protocol was approved
by the human ethical review committee of the CRCHUM.

IV. RESULTS

A. In Vitro Experiments Without Motion
The contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) of the Gammex's anechoic

cysts improved significantly ( increase) when increasing
the number of tilt angles (Fig. 6). In accordance with the nu-
merical simulations (Fig. S2, supplementary document), this
improvement, however, became less significant above a total
number of 32 tilt angles (CNR 9.5 dB). The CNR then was
close to that returned by the focused transmits 10 dB).

B. In Vitro Experiments With Motion
The images of the spinning disk show that the contrast of the

cysts degraded rapidly, as speed increased, if no MoCo was per-
formed (Figs. 7 and 8). This was particularly true for the north-
east cyst (from 7 dB down to 0 dB, Fig. 8, left panel) whose
radially projected velocities were maximal. When triangle se-
quences and MoCo were integrated to coherent compounding,
high-quality images were obtained (Fig. 7) and MoCo was able
to recover the contrast level, regardless of the rotation
speed (Fig. 8). This was true for both the south (right panel) and
north-east (left panel) cysts. Since the south cyst had null radial
velocity and maximal angular velocity, this confirms that mostly
radial correction was necessary duringMoCo in our echocardio-
graphic context.
Although cyst CNR was almost equivalent for the three tilt

sequences (linear, alternate & triangle), more artifacts were
present in the B-mode and Doppler images with the linear
and alternate sequences (see Fig. S3 in the supplementary
content). With the linear sequence, artifacts were visible in
the background since MoCo tends to rephase the sidelobes
(see Fig. 4(a)); with numerical simulations of the alternate
sequence (see Fig. 4(b)), destructive interferences were present
in the disk due to imprecise velocity measures. The triangle
transmission sequence proposed here returned the most ac-
curate and precise Doppler velocities (Fig. 9). The effect of
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Fig. 7. In vitro experiments (disk)—In vitro experiments were performed with
motion, in a disk rotating at angular velocities ranging from 0 to 6 rad/s (max-
imum outer speed of ). Linear (7.a), alternate (7.b) and triangle
(7.c) tilt sequences were tested. The and columns show the real enve-
lope images without or with MoCo (motion compensation), respectively. The

column represents the estimated tissue Doppler velocities.

Fig. 8. Effect of speed on cyst contrast. (In vitro experiments in a spinning
disk, see Fig. 7)—Linear (circles), alternate (diamonds) and triangle (triangles)
transmit sequences were tested. The thick arrows point out the analyzed ane-
choic cyst at maximum radial velocity (left) and maximum azimuthal velocity
(right). The thin white arrows represent the local velocity vectors.

noise on Doppler estimation became insignificant beyond a
SNR of 15–20 dB (Fig. 9, top-right panel). Consequently,
since MoCo depends directly on the Doppler estimates, the
quality of the motion-compensated B-mode images was robust
to noise (Fig. 9, row). Overall, the results revealed that
our MoCo-based approach enables high-contrast imaging of
fast-moving objects using circular diverging beams.

Fig. 9. Effect of speed and noise on Doppler estimates—Doppler NRMSE vs.
speed (top-left panel): same data as in Fig. 8. Doppler NRMSE vs. noise (top-
right panel): white Gaussian noise was added to the raw IQ in vitro data before
beamforming and compounding (data at 4 rad/s). The row illustrates the
effect of MoCo on low-SNR data (15 dB).

Fig. 10. Mitral annulus velocities—The septal and lateral mitral annulus ve-
locities of a healthy volunteer were measured by PW-TDI (pulsed-wave tissue
Doppler imaging) with a GE clinical scanner. The thick solid red curves rep-
resent the mitral annulus velocities determined by our modified autocorrelator
in the same volunteer ((6), see also Fig. 13 top-right). S'-wave: peak systole;
e'-wave: left ventricular relaxation; a'-wave: left atrial contraction.

C. Motion-Compensated Echocardiography

The septal and lateral mitral annulus velocity waveforms
returned by the modified autocorrelator were comparable to
those returned by the GE-scanner pulse-wave Doppler mode
(Figs. 10 and 11). A high correlation ( , Fig. 11 left) and
a good agreementwere observed between the two techniques and
no proportional bias was detected (average bias ,
Fig. 11 right). MoCo also improved the quality of the in vivo car-
diac images returned by transthoracic high-frame-rate echocar-
diography (Fig. 12). This was particularly visible in the apical
4-chamber view during peak systole, left ventricular relaxation
and atrial contraction (Fig. 10). For example, at peak S'-wave,
although the septum and the anterior mitral leaflet were poorly
apparentwithoutMoCo (Fig. 12, top-left), they becamewell per-
ceptible and well contrasted with MoCo (Fig. 12, top-middle).
MoCo outcome was also well perceptible in the parasternal
long-axis view (Fig. 12, second row).When inspecting the tissue
Doppler velocities measured during the MoCo process (Fig. 12,
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Fig. 11. Mitral annulus velocities: comparison with conventional TDI—The
septal and lateral mitral annulus peak velocities of 10 healthy volunteers were
measured by conventional PW-TDI (pulsed-wave tissue Doppler imaging) with
a GE clinical scanner. Theywere also determined by ourmodified autocorrelator
using circular wave transmissions (MoCo TDI). See Fig. 10 for one example.
Left panel: The solid line is the regression line. Right panel: the shaded area
represents the standard-deviations interval.

Fig. 12. Motion-compensation for high-contrast high-frame-rate echocardiog-
raphy of the left ventricle—The sequence described in this study (32 90 -wide
circular diverging beams, tilts from to , triangle sequence, 250
frames/s) was tested in the left ventricle of a healthy volunteer. Coherent
compounding was performed without or with MoCo. The thick arrows indicate
regions where MoCo had critical advantages. The column displays tissue
Doppler images measured during the MoCo process (Eq. 8). In general, the
effect of MoCo was more manifest in fast-moving tissues. Top row: apical
4-chamber view at peak systole; bottom row: parasternal long-axis view at
peak systole. Online movies are also available in the supplementary materials.

rightmost column), it is noticeable that MoCo had significant
effects in fast-moving regions.Onlinemovies are available in the
supplementary materials for a comparison without/with MoCo
during a whole cardiac cycle. Because Doppler artifacts were
present, the linear and alternate sequences resulted in artefac-
tual B-mode images (Fig. 13) in comparison with the triangle
sequence: sidelobes were present in the lateral endocardium
with the linear sequence and incoherent interferences were
visible with the alternate sequence.

V. DISCUSSION

In this study, we used tilted circular diverging beams to
produce wide-sector high-contrast echocardiographic images
at 250 frames per second. We obtained a five-fold increase
in frame rate compared with conventional clinical scanners.
As revealed by in vitro and in vivo data, motion compensa-
tion (MoCo) was a sine qua non when imaging fast-moving
tissues from coherently compounded signals. To compensate
for motion, we proposed a triangle transmit sequence with a
modified slow-time autocorrelator. This option allowed us to
minimize the artifacts due to the sidelobes. With MoCo, the

Fig. 13. Motion-compensation for echocardiography of the left ventricle: ef-
fect of tilt sequence—The acquisition protocol was the same as in the previous
figure (apical 4-chamber view, here at peak systole), except that linear and al-
ternate sequences were also tested. The linear and triangle sequences induced
artifacts in both B-mode images ( column) and tissue Doppler (rightmost
column). The thick arrows indicate artifacts generated by the linear and alter-
nate sequences.

in vitro spinning-disk results showed that CNR ratios could
be preserved even at the highest velocities (30 cm/s). These
findings were confirmed by in vivo echocardiograms of the left
ventricle. Without MoCo, high-contrast images could not be
obtained during rapid contraction: the basal ventricular septum
and mitral leaflets were poorly contrasted or barely visible.

A. Getting Accurate and Precise Motion Estimation
In this study, we had to face a dilemma: on the one hand,

uncorrelated signals are preferred to get high-contrast B-mode
images, but on the other hand, partially correlated signals must
be favored to reduce the variance of the phase delay estimates,
as established by the Cramér-Rao bound [34]. A compromise
can be found if the wavevectors of two successive transmissions
are sufficiently close. To this purpose, the transmission tilt se-
quence that might come to mind is the linear arrangement tested
in this study and in [26]. Linear sequences, however, induce a
regular motion of the sidelobes due to the regularly spaced tilts.
After MoCo, these sidelobes are coherently summed and could
become visible. The simulations in Fig. 4 clearly illustrate this
unwanted effect, which can have negative impacts in vivo. For
example, in the case reported in Fig. 13 ( row), the sidelobe
velocities corrupted tissue Doppler; as a result, the sidelobes be-
came apparent due to their coherent summation, especially near
the myocardium. The alternate tilt sequence proposed by Dé-
narié et al. prevents coherent summation of the sidelobes, as
can be noticed in Fig. 4(b). Such a positive/negative arrange-
ment, however, strongly decorrelates the successive received
signals, thus resulting in high Doppler variances. Due to the
presence of spurious motion estimates, this could affect MoCo
and deteriorate B-mode imaging (Fig. 13, row). To opti-
mize the alternate MoCo approach in the context of plane wave
imaging, Dénarié et al. rejected unrealistically high velocities
as well as velocities with high variances [26]. To sum up, linear
sequences lead to inaccurate motion estimates (biases due to
sidelobe motion), while alternate sequences generate imprecise
motion estimates (large variance due to poorly correlated sig-
nals). To get high-quality compound images, sidelobes must be
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summed incoherently. To obtain an efficientMoCo, sidelobe ve-
locities should therefore be equal to the mainlobe velocities. To
this purpose and to increase both accuracy and precision in mo-
tion estimation, we proposed a triangle sequence (Fig. 3) where
tilts increase then decrease linearly. Such a sequence is com-
posed of two linear sequences, each with relatively good preci-
sion but low accuracy. To gain accuracy, we thus introduced the
autocorrelation product (4) to remove the bias due to sidelobe
motion. As shown by the in vivo results (Figs. 11 and 12), the
triangle sequence with the autocorrelation product seems to be
well adapted for echocardiography. Of note, this approach is not
limited to diverging waves only and could be adapted for plane
wave imaging.

B. 1-D Versus 2-D MoCo

Like Dénarié et al. who studied MoCo for plane wave
imaging [26], we only compensated radial motions. To estimate
the phase delays due to motion, we used a numerical approach
similar to tissue Doppler's, the major difference being the
autocorrelation product coupled to a triangle transmit sequence.
MoCo using full 2-D motion components has been proposed
by Gammelmark et al. in subaperture-based STA (synthetic
transmit aperture) imaging [25]. Gammelmark's MoCo scheme
implies time-domain cross-correlation of high-resolution lines
acquired at multiple angles. This approach provides a low
frame rate and the associated motion estimator is much more
computationally expensive than the Doppler-based scheme
used in our study, which could limit real-time implementation
[31]. Ekroll et al. [33] used the vector Doppler technique
proposed by Yiu et al. [36] to compensate for 2-D motion.
Although well suited to linear arrays, this approach would re-
sult in ill-conditioned matrices ((2) in [36]) with phased arrays
due to the small size of the receive aperture [37]. Previous
studies with uniform linear arrays pointed out that mostly radial
motion might be taken into consideration for MoCo [21], [23],
[26]. We also chose 1-D MoCo since cross-range resolution
was small relative to axial resolution, especially as depth
increases. By neglecting the cross-range motion, however,
motion blur can be introduced in the angular direction for large
frame-to-frame displacements. For example, at ,
the cross-range resolution at best is . For an
angular tissue velocity of 15 cm/s and a PRF of 4000 Hz, the
total displacement during 32 successive transmits is 1.2 mm,
which is half the cross-range resolution. In our in vitro experi-
ments, excluding cross-range motion in MoCo had little effect
on the quality of compound sector images. This was noticeable
in the spinning disk experiments, where contrast was no longer
motion-dependent after radial MoCo (Fig. 8). Fig. 8 also shows
that the south cyst (with maximal angular velocity and null
radial velocity) was well-contrasted after radial MoCo. It was
also confirmed by the high-quality B-mode echocardiographic
images (Figs. 12 and 13).

C. Simultaneous B-Mode and Tissue Doppler Imaging

High-contrast imaging of the heart based on unfocused
transmits was practically unfeasible without MoCo in our
in vivo acquisitions during rapid cardiac filling/contraction.

Our findings and others' [14], [25], [26] indeed show that
MoCo is required to obtain high-contrast ultrasound images
if coherent compounding is brought into play. Fast cardiac
imaging was also recently evaluated using an alternative mode
based on multi-transmit beamforming [38]. In this technique,
simultaneous focused or narrow beams (2 to 6 in practice) are
transmitted into different directions leading to a severalfold
increase in frame rate [13]. Combined with multi-line acquisi-
tion, frame lag can be further decreased [38]. Since beams are
focused, an advantage of multi-line transmit imaging is that it
does not entail coherent compounding and MoCo. However,
the main and side lobes of the different beams might interfere
and produce crosstalk artifacts and contrast loss. These artifacts
can be significantly reduced with a proper transmit apodization
[38] or using the harmonic signal [39].
Similarly, our technique has the advantage to provide B-mode

echocardiography with both high contrast and high frame rates.
Another benefit is the inherent tissue Doppler modality that can
be produced. We indeed obtained simultaneous B-mode and
tissue Doppler imaging of the whole left and right ventricles at
high frame rates (250 fps). In comparison, 100 fps is a typical
frame rate of tissue Doppler imaging with a clinical scanner for
the left ventricle only (i.e.,with a narrower sector). The spectral
tissue Doppler waveform of the GE Vivid q was sampled at

. As a comparison, this corresponds to a sampling fre-
quency that could be obtained with our transmit scheme using

and . Note however that spectral
tissue Doppler can only measure local velocities asynchro-
nously while we obtained a full 2-D map of the myocardium.
Clinical applications of tissue Doppler imaging include assess-
ment of left ventricular systolic and diastolic functions. Similar
to mitral inflow, the mitral annulus velocity has two waves
(called e' and a', Fig. 10) during diastole, which represent early
and late diastolic filling, respectively. Diastolic function can be
assessed by comparing the mitral inflow and annulus dynamics
[40]. In clinical practice, the velocity of the mitral annulus is
measured by pulsed wave tissue Doppler in a four chamber
view. In 10 healthy volunteers, the septal and lateral mitral
annulus velocities estimated by our method were very concor-
dant with those determined with a clinical GE portable scanner
(Fig. 11). Although further investigation is needed, this shows
that our approach can return accurate tissue Doppler velocities.
The main limitation of tissue Doppler imaging is, however, its
angle dependence. In addition, tissue Doppler imaging cannot
discriminate passive motion (translation and tethering) from
active motion (fiber contraction or relaxation). Implementing
strain imaging in the current framework may provide a means
to evaluate local contractility. High frame rates indeed make
frame-to-frame displacements smaller and can thus allow the
use of more accurate and more robust strain estimators based
on advanced optical flow methods [41], [42]. We have recently
used such an approach in vascular strain imaging [42] and a
similar method could be adapted to high-frame-rate cardiac
imaging.

D. Limitations and Potential Improvements
In ultrasound imaging with unfocused beams, a substantial

number of tilted transmits is required for image compounding;
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image quality must be improved at the expense of temporal res-
olution. In our configuration, we found that 32 transmits was
a good compromise to generate one 90 -wide image. Using a
PRF of 4000 Hz and a 50% slow-time overlap, we have shown
that Doppler-based MoCo with a “triangle” sequence can pro-
vide high-quality images of the myocardium at 250 fps (see
Figs. 12–13). A few limitations, however, must be pointed out.

i) Because the proposed MoCo approach is based on the
Doppler autocorrelator, it is prone to aliasing. In the
present study, the Nyquist limit was (see
paragraph Section II-B2) which is high enough for
imaging the myocardium dynamics. The mitral leaflets,
however, can reach higher velocities during the left
ventricular early filling. In this case, MoCo may induce
destructive interferences and make parts of the valvular
leaflets disappear.

ii) Doppler estimators are sensitive to clutter noise. Signals
arising from adjacent tissue structures, moving at dif-
ferent velocities and/or in different directions, may intro-
duce a bias in the local velocity estimates and thus corrupt
MoCo. In this study, we used a second order polynomial
regression filter to reject clutter. Although we got accu-
rate velocity estimates in most situations (Fig. 11), SVD
clutter filters could also be used for a better assessment of
tissue velocities [43].

iii) The accuracy of tissue Doppler also depends on the
system characteristics and noise level [34]. As the
acoustic energy of diverging beams spreads with depth,
Doppler estimation becomes more sensitive to noise.
Tissue Doppler and MoCo might thus become inaccu-
rate. One way to reduce this side effect is to increase
the correlation between successive signals using smaller
steering angles and/or longer transmitted pulses, but at
the expense of lateral and axial resolutions.

iv) The lack of energy focusing in transmit, due to the use
of successive tilted diverging beams, also limits the
generation of higher harmonics as used in high contrast
imaging. Second harmonic generation using diverging
beams needs to be investigated to evaluate the feasibility
of high-frame rate tissue harmonic imaging.

VI. CONCLUSION
High-contrast echocardiographic images could be obtained

from diverging beams when motion compensation was inte-
grated in the coherent compounding process. High-frame-rate
echocardiography could improve cardiac diagnosis from a
better analysis of myocardial motion.
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